In 2003, the field of baryon spectroscopy was almost revolutionized by experimental evidence for the existence of baryon states constructed from five quarks (actually four quarks and an antiquark) rather than the usual three quarks. In a 1997 paper [1], considering only $u$, $d$, and $s$ quarks, Diakonov et al. proposed the existence of a low-mass anti-decuplet of pentaquark baryons, with spin $1/2$ and even parity, and provided specific estimates for the masses and widths. In particular, they predicted an exotic positive-strangeness baryon, $\Theta^+$, consisting of the quark combination $uudd\bar{s}$, with a mass of about 1530 MeV and a width of 15 MeV or less. In 2003, from an analysis of $\gamma n \to nK^+K^-$ data taken in 2000–2001 at the LEPS facility in Japan, Nakano et al. reported the observation of a narrow $nK^+$ peak at a mass of 1540 MeV, with a quoted significance of 4.6 standard deviations ($\sigma$). (See Data Listings and references for the $\Theta(1540)^+$ following this note.)

This remarkable result was followed, over the next year, by reports from nine other experiments, all different and each claiming to observe a narrow $nK^+$ or $pK^0$ peak at a mass between 1522 and 1555 MeV, with a confidence level of 4 $\sigma$ or more. Half of these signals came from photoproduction experiments (with incident real or virtual photons), and the others came from other production processes at a variety of energies. As remarked below, there were questions about some of these
observations; but, given the weight of positive supporting ev-
idence reported by early 2004, this Review assigned a 3-star
status to the $\Theta^+$ in its 2004 edition.

Further evidence in support of pentaquark states seemed to
come from the claimed observations of a doubly-charged $ssdd\bar{u}$
state at 1862 MeV, and a neutral $uudd\bar{c}$ state at 3099 MeV.
(See Data Listings and references for the $\Phi(1860)$ and $\Theta_c(3100)^0$
following this note.) However, there has been no confirmation
of either of these states, with several subsequently reported
high-statistics searches showing zero signal. There is thus no
credible evidence that either of these positive observations is
more than a statistical fluctuation, and they do not provide
support for the reality of the $\Theta^+$.

As pointed out in the 2004 Review, the evidence for the $\Theta^+$,
as statistically compelling as it seemed, had some problems. In
many cases, backgrounds appeared to be underestimated; cuts
seemed specifically designed to make signals look as convinc-
ing as possible; mass-peak locations varied from experiment
to experiment by much more than would be expected from a
narrow resonance; published data samples of low-energy kaon
and pion inelastic interactions showed no indication of a signal;
and charge-exchange and partial-wave analyses of $KN$ interac-
tions required an extremely small $\Theta^+$ width ($\leq 1–2$ MeV). It
was clear that further confirmation with better statistics was
essential.

In fact, subsequent to Nakano et al.’s initial paper, about
ten different searches for the $\Theta^+$ in a variety of reactions and
energies have reported null results, many with high statistics
(see the Data Listings). Some of these involve higher energies
or reactions different from those that produced positive results,
and therefore, while providing no support for these results, may
not directly contradict them. Indeed a significant amount of
theoretical activity has been devoted to trying to devise selective pentaquark production mechanisms that might be consistent with both the positive and the negative observations. However, it is worth noting that conventional low-mass resonances, such as $\Lambda(1520)$, are observed at practically all energies above threshold, from any reaction that leads to their decay products.

Two of the negative papers, namely those of the Belle Collaboration (Mizuk et al.) and the CLAS Collaboration (Battaglieri et al.), have particular impact, because they both involve energies and reactions that almost repeat experiments that had given positive results. Mizuk et al., using data from their $e^+e^- B$-physics experiment, report an analysis of $K^+n$ charge exchange taking place in the material in the inner part of the BELLE detector, where the incident $K^+$ arises from charm-particle decay near the $e^+e^-$ interaction. Measuring $K^0p$ final-state masses, they see no enhancement near 1540 MeV, in disagreement with the charge-exchange results of the DIANA Collaboration (Barmin et al.). Mizuk et al. quote a $\Theta^+$ width upper limit of 0.64 MeV at a mass of 1539 MeV (the mass reported by Barmin et al.), to be compared with the actual estimate of 0.9 MeV made from the Barmin reported signal. (This upper limit is somewhat mass-dependent, going as high as 1 MeV for some values between 1520 and 1550 MeV.) Thus, while the BELLE results do not, for the proper choice of mass, statistically contradict the DIANA results, they show no evidence for the signal reported by DIANA.

Battaglieri et al. (CLAS Collaboration) basically repeat with greatly increased statistics the photoproduction measurements of Barth et al. (SAPHIR Collaboration) using the reaction $\gamma p \rightarrow K^0K^+n$. Whereas the SAPHIR Group had reported a 4.8 $\sigma$ signal in the $K^+n$ mass spectrum, the new CLAS experiment shows no signal at all. Indeed the upper limit on the
ratio of $\Theta^+$ to $\Lambda(1520)$ production from CLAS is more than a factor of 50 lower than the value claimed by the SAPHIR group. This result completely negates what appeared to be one of the strongest of the positive observations. Combined with the other negative reports, it leaves the reality of the $\Theta^+$ in great doubt.

All the results quoted so far are from papers either published or submitted and approved for publication. However, for completeness, it is worth mentioning that, in addition to its high-statistics $\gamma p$ experiment just discussed, the CLAS Collaboration has submitted for publication the results of a high-statistics $\gamma d \rightarrow nK^+K^-p$ experiment in the same energy range [2]. The integrated luminosity for the new data is about 30 times that corresponding to the previously published CLAS paper on the same reaction at the same energy (Stepanyan et al.) in which a signal with a significance above 4.6 $\sigma$ was claimed. In the new work, no signal is observed. The CLAS Collaboration has reexamined its earlier work, using a background shape based on the new data, and concludes that the background in the earlier sample was underestimated, and that the signal, now at just the 3 $\sigma$ level, probably is a statistical fluctuation.

In all fairness, it should be mentioned that, in a September 2005 preprint [3], the SVD-2 Collaboration claimed to confirm its earlier positive $\Theta^+$ observation at the level of 8 $\sigma$. However, with the very same incident 70 GeV proton beam interacting with a carbon rather than a silicon target, the SPHINX Collaboration [Antipov et al.], with comparable statistics, observes no $\Theta^+$ signal.

To summarize, with the exception described in the previous paragraph, there has not been a high-statistics confirmation of any of the original experiments that claimed to see the $\Theta^+$;
there have been two high-statistics repeats from Jefferson Lab that have clearly shown the original positive claims in those two cases to be wrong; there have been a number of other high-statistics experiments, none of which have found any evidence for the $\Theta^+$; and all attempts to confirm the two other claimed pentaquark states have led to negative results. The conclusion that pentaquarks in general, and the $\Theta^+$, in particular, do not exist, appears compelling.

It is perhaps useful to comment on how it is that so much apparent statistical strength was claimed for a set of results that, in retrospect, do not appear to be correct. One obvious problem was the large variation in the locations of the observed mass peaks ($\sim 30$ MeV) for what had to be a very narrow resonance; thus, the various experiments were not truly confirming one another. Another concern arises from the uncertainties in background shapes which perhaps were not adequately reflected in the large confidence levels claimed. Other technical problems may have involved resonance reflections and “ghost tracks.” The main issue, however, concerns the burden of proof required in the confirmation of a major new discovery. Here, “burden” applies solely to the work of the confirming authors, independently of the existence of a discovery paper. Should the burden be as high as for the discovery itself? What should be the burden if there have already been several claimed confirmations? It seems unlikely to us that some of the confirming results for the $\Theta^+$ would have been published had there not been a discovery claim already on the table. We believe that the burden of proof for the confirmation of an important new result should be about as high as for the original claim of discovery. Only then can one hope to separate the influence of the original discovery from the supposedly independent results of the confirming papers.
and convince oneself that the confirmation adds significantly to the confidence in the discovery.
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\( \Theta(1540)^+ \) MASS

As is done through the Review, papers are listed by year, with the latest year first, and within each year they are listed alphabetically. NAKANO 03 was the earliest paper.

Since our 2004 edition, there have been several new claimed sightings of the \( \Theta(1540)^+ \) (see entries below marked with bars to the right), but there have also been several searches with negative results:

- **ANÒPÒV 04** (SPHINX Collab.) in \( pN \to (nK^+, pK^0_S, \) or \( pK^0) \) \( \bar{R}^0 N \) in proton–carbon reactions at 70 GeV/c.
- **BAI 04G** (BES Collab.) in \( J/\psi \) and \( \psi(2S) \) decays.
- **SCHAEL 04** (ALEPH Collab.) in \( Z \) decays.
- **ABT 04A** (HERA-B Collab.) in \( p \) nucleus reactions at midrapidity and \( \sqrt{s}=41.6 \) GeV.
- **LONGO 04** (HyperCP Collab.) in interactions of a high-energy beam of \( \pi^+, K^+, p, \) and charged hyperons with tungsten.
- **ADAMOVICH 05** (WA89 Collab.) in \( \Sigma^- \) nucleus \( \to K^0_S pX \) at 340 GeV/c.
- **BATTAGLIERI 05** (CLAS Collab.) in \( \gamma p \to K^0_S K^+ n \) with far greater statistics than BARTH 03 for the same reaction.
- **WANG 05A** (BELLE Collab.) in \( B^+ \to \Theta^{++} \bar{\pi} \to K^+ p \bar{\pi} \) and \( B^0 \to \Theta^+ \bar{\pi} \to K^0_S p \bar{\pi} \).
- **AUBERT,B 05D** (BABAR Collab.) in \( e^+ e^- \to pK^0_S X \) at the \( \Upsilon(4S) \).
- **MIZUK 06** (BELLE Collab.) in secondary interactions of low-energy kaons in \( K N \to \Theta(1540)^+ X, \Theta(1540)^+ \to pK^0_S \) and in \( K^+ n \to \Theta(1540)^+ \to pK^0_S \).
In general, these experiments with negative results have many more events than do the experiments with positive results. Some, but not all, involve reactions or energies different from those giving positive results.

Furthermore, the $\Theta(1540)^+$ finds no support from the claimed observations of other pentaquarks, the $\Phi(1860)$ and the $\Theta_c(3100)$; for each of these, there are several non-sightings against a single claim of sighting. (See the Listings following the $\Theta(1540)^+$.) Thus we have reduced the status of the $\Theta(1540)^+$ to one star.
**Θ(1540)**+ WIDTH

Given the systematic uncertainties of the estimates of CAHN 04 and GIBBS 04, we think it more reasonable to give the common value for the width and error rather than average the two values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALUE (MeV)</th>
<th>CL%</th>
<th>EVTS</th>
<th>DOCUMENT ID</th>
<th>TECN</th>
<th>COMMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9 ±0.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>CAHN 04</td>
<td>K⁺n → K⁰p in xenon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 ±0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>GIBBS 04</td>
<td>K⁺d total cross section</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc.

- Barmin 03 estimates a peak of 63 ±13 K⁺n events and claims a significance of 4.8 standard deviations.
- Asratyan 04 analyzes old BEBC and 15-ft bubble-chamber data and estimates a peak of 27 K⁺n events (mostly from ν, Π in Ne, BEBC and 15-ft). The width is consistent with resolution.
- Airapetian 04 analyzes old BEBC and 15-ft bubble-chamber data and estimates a peak of 27 K⁺n events (mostly from ν, Π in Ne, BEBC and 15-ft). The width is consistent with resolution.
- Bartz 03 estimates a peak of 29 K⁺n events above a background of 44 events and claims a statistical significance of 4.4 standard deviations.
- Barmin 04 estimates a peak of 41 K⁺n events and claims a statistical significance of 7.8 ±1.0 standard deviations.
- Asratyan 04 analyzes old BEBC and 15-ft bubble-chamber data and estimates a peak of 27 K⁺n events (mostly from ν, Π in Ne, BEBC and 15-ft). The width is consistent with resolution.
- Barmin 03 estimates a peak of 29 K⁺n events above a background of 44 events and claims a statistical significance of 4.4 standard deviations.
- Asratyan 04 analyzes old BEBC and 15-ft bubble-chamber data and estimates a peak of 27 K⁺n events (mostly from ν, Π in Ne, BEBC and 15-ft). The width is consistent with resolution.
- Bartz 03 estimates a peak of 29 K⁺n events above a background of 44 events and claims a statistical significance of 4.4 standard deviations.
- Barmin 04 estimates a peak of 41 K⁺n events and claims a statistical significance of 7.8 ±1.0 standard deviations.

**ΝΚ** is the only strong decay mode allowed for a strangeness S=+1 resonance of this mass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Fraction (Γ₁/Γ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Γ₁</td>
<td>K⁺N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Θ(1540)**+ FOOTNOTES

1. Aleeve 05 estimates 50 events over a background of 78, and claims a statistical significance of 5.6 standard deviations.
2. Abdel-Bary 04 finds a peak with a statistical significance of 4–to–6 standard deviations, depending on background assumptions. The width is consistent with resolution.
3. Airapetian 04, in e⁺d at 27.6 GeV, finds 59 ±16 events (3.7 σ) in the peak.
4. Asratyan 04 analyzes old BEBC and 15-ft bubble-chamber data and estimates a peak of 27 K⁺p events (mostly from ν, Π in Ne) above a background of 8 events and claims a statistical significance of 6.7 standard deviations.
5. Chekanov 04A, in e⁺p at c.m. energies near 300 GeV and Q² > 20 GeV², finds 221 ±48 events (4.6 σ) in the peak.
6. Kubarovsky 04 estimates a peak of 41 K⁺n events and claims a statistical significance of 7.8 ±1.0 standard deviations.
7. Barmin 03 estimates a peak of 29 K⁺p events above a background of 44 events and claims a statistical significance of 4.4 standard deviations.
8. Bartz 03 estimates a peak of 63 ±13 K⁺n events and claims a significance of 4.8 standard deviations.
9 NAKANO 03 estimates a peak of $19.0 \pm 2.8 \ K^+ n$ events above a background of $17.0 \pm 2.8$ events and claims a significance of $4.6_{-1.0}^{+1.2}$ standard deviations.

10 STEPANYAN 03 estimates a peak of $43 \ K^+ n$ events above a background of $54$ events and claims a statistical significance of $5.2 \pm 0.5$ standard deviations.

11 GIBBS 04 analyses $K^+ d$ total-cross-section data with corrections for $K^+$ double scattering and for the neutron Fermi momentum. Evidence is found for a state at $1559 \pm 3$ MeV if it is in the $P_{01}$ wave, or at $1547 \pm 2$ MeV if in the $S_{01}$ wave (errors are statistical only).

12 CAHN 04 uses the integrated $K^+ n \rightarrow K^0 p$ cross section estimated from the DIANA experiment in xenon (BARMIN 03); some assumptions are needed. Other of their estimates, based on measured $K^+ d$ cross sections, give upper limits in the $1$–$4$ MeV range.

13 MIZUK 06 finds no evidence for the $\Theta(1540)^+$ – see the list of negative results with the $\Theta(1540)^+$ masses above.

14 SIBIRTSEV 04 introduces a test resonance at $1540$ MeV in the $P_{01} KN$ partial wave in an analysis of $K^+ d \rightarrow K^0 pp$ data. The analysis uses the Julich model and takes into account Fermi motion in the deuteron.

15 ARNDT 03 introduces a test resonance in various partial waves in a reanalysis of $K^+ N$ elastic-scattering data and finds that a width of more than an MeV or so would greatly increase the $\chi^2$ of the fit.
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